
Up to 8 Exciting 
Customizable Sidebets

Sleek, Modern, Easy to 
Navigate User Interface

Live and RNG Tables Allow 
for 24/7 Table Uptime

Intuitive and Responsive 
Betting Experience

Dynasty, Non-commission 
and Commission Available

ELECTRONIC TABLE GAMES

Integrated with IGT’s Ascent™ platform for the most reliable 
gameplay experience, baccarat features updated game content 
and exciting betting options to increase revenue without increasing 
operator costs.

Differentiation

• Simultaneous or concurrent betting on up to four games at a time
• Crystal clear 4K overhead displays supporting up to 4 games at 

the same time, and fallback system to take maximum advantage of 
the Mesa 4K system

Available Games and Play Formats

• Dynasty Baccarat™ - Live; RNG Video; Hybrid Solution
• Non-commission - Live; Auto; RNG Video; Hybrid Solution
• Commission - Live; Auto; RNG Video; Hybrid Solution
• Multi-game capable

BACCARAT

View game details at igt.com/games
Download art assets at igt.com/media



Unique sidebets Kirin and Phoenix entice the players in 
Dynasty Baccarat.

Fully customizable sidebet bar allows players to participate in 
up to five exciting sidebets.

A user-friendly interface makes it easy to navigate between 
different game choices, keeping players interested with 
multi-game action.

Players can tailor the road display to their individual needs, 
without feeling overwhelmed.

ETGETG Baccarat

NotesSide Bets

Player Pair/Banker Pair: Awarded when the first two player or banker 
cards are of the same rank. 
Kirin Bet: Awarded when the player wins with a three-card 8.
Phoenix Bet: Awarded when the Banker wins with a three-card 7.
Majestic Match Bet: Awarded if the first two cards are suited. Odds 
increase if the first two cards are a suited King and Queen.
Lucky 6 Bet: Awarded if the Banker hand wins with a 6. Odds increase if 
Banker hand wins with a three-card 6.
Bad Beat Baccarat Various Pays Bet: Offers multiple ways to win.
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